Chapter 1

Target Vocabulary (Underlining indicates a word or word form from the Academic Word List)

activity n.: something you spend time doing; organized sports or recreation; a pursuit
expect v.: to require someone to do something as a duty or obligation
imagine v.: to think about something and picture it in your mind
look forward (to) phrasal verb: to want something good to happen, be expectant of something in the future
respond v.: to react to something by saying or doing something yourself
schedule n.: a plan that tells when certain events will happen

Activity 1: Definitions

Look at the way the underlined words are used in each sentence. Match each word with the correct definition.

1. What kind of activities did you do at summer camp?
2. I expect you to finish your homework before you turn on the TV.
3. It’s hard to imagine her 30 pounds lighter. She must have been very thin before.
4. Sarah looked forward to the weekends and not having to get up early for work.

 _____ 1. activity a. to want something to happen because it will be enjoyable
 _____ 2. expect b. organized sports or recreation
 _____ 3. imagine c. to picture in your mind
 _____ 4. look forward to d. to require someone to do something
Activity 2: Definitions

Complete each sentence with one of the words or phrases below. Change the word form by adding –s, -ed, or –ing if necessary.

respond    schedule    expect    imagine    look forward to

1. Can you __________ what the kitchen will look like when we finish painting it?
2. The kids have been _______________ summer vacation for months.
3. He thought about the question for a long time before he finally __________.
4. I really like my new work __________. I work four 10-hour days and have a three-day weekend.
5. Players are __________ to come to practice on time and be ready to work out.

Activity 3: Word Families

Use the words given below to fill in the word family chart. The first one has been done for you.

activity    expect    imagine    respond    schedule (2x)
active      expected    imaginary    response
actively    expectant    imagination    responsive
activist    expectation    imaginable
### Activity 4: Word Forms

Complete each sentence with the correct word.

1. It was too hot to be very ________, so we sat in the shade and read.
   - activity  active  actively  activities

2. Her ________ surprised me. It wasn’t what I expected.
   - respond  response  responded  responsive

3. I’m ________ to take the afternoon off.
   - schedule  schedules  scheduled  scheduling

4. When he was a child he had an ________ friend named George.
   - imagine  imaginary  imagination  imagined